SOLUTION BRIEF

Stellar Cyber + Cyrisma
Empowering Cyrisma with Open XDR

A Winning Combination

Solution at a Glance

•

Eliminate Security Blind Spots: Siloed products leave gaps in threat
visibility that hackers know how to exploit. The Stellar Cyber platform
closes those gaps by integrating data from Cyrisma Risk Management
as well as NG-SIEM, NDR, UEBA, EDR, TIP and other tools to present
a comprehensive view across the entire security infrastructure.

•

Consolidate Security Visibility & Control: Stellar Cyber’s Open XDR
platform ingests and integrates risk management data from Cyrisma
and presents it with other telemetry data in a single, intuitive interface
that presents actionable incidents for quick response.

•

Automatically Detect and Remediate Threats: The Open XDR
platform incorporates AI and machine learning to automatically weed
out unimportant alerts, group related alerts into actionable incidents,
and respond automatically through a vast array of other integrations.

Supercharge Cyrisma
Deployments
Merge Cyrisma vulnerability and
risk records into Stellar Cyber’s
data lake for comprehensive,
infrastructure-wide threat analysis.

Challenge
Enterprises and MSSPs use as many as 50 discrete security tools to
manage cybersecurity, but this leads to high budgets, complex licensing
administration, bloated staffs, and poor results. Each tool has its own
console, and analysts must manually correlate and analyze threats across
tools, leading to ‘swivel chair fatigue.’ Each tool produces its own data
format and issues hundreds or thousands of alerts (many of which are
meaningless), leading to analyst ‘alert fatigue.’ Moreover, this environment
leaves gaps in the overall security infrastructure that hackers exploit with
complex, multi-vector attacks.

Better Detections
with Faster Responses
Automatically consolidate,
normalize, and analyze data from
dozens of discrete security tools.

Solution Overview
Stellar Cyber’s leading, next-generation security operations platform
delivers high-speed, high-fidelity threat detection across the entire IT
infrastructure, including servers, networks, applications, users, and cloud.
The world’s first Open-XDR platform, Stellar Cyber is an easy-to-use
investigation and automated response platform that delivers a 360degree view of the entire attack surface with readily-available, high-fidelity
detections delivered through pre-built, tightly-integrated capabilities
including NDR, CDR, NG-SIEM, UEBA, and ATH – all included under
a single license.
The Stellar Cyber platform helps eliminate the tool fatigue and data
overload often cited by security analysts and enables IT teams to respond
in seconds rather than days or weeks. Stellar Cyber helps transform
Cyrisma deployments into a fully integrated security platform that delivers
consolidated visibility and analytics across the entire organization. The
Stellar Cyber Open XDR platform can be tightly integrated with Cyrisma
risk management to supercharge security risk and threat analysis. Open
XDR uses machine learning to drive detections and built-in playbooks to
ensure speedy responses when threats are detected.

Improve Analyst
Productivity and Morale
Automatically correlate and analyze
every tool’s data across the IT
infrastructure in a single console.

Reduce Security Costs
Accomplish more with your
existing analyst team, reduce
new hiring needs.
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Solution Benefits
Supercharge Cyrisma Deployments

Improve Analyst Productivity and Morale

•

Add Stellar Cyber’s machine learning and built-in
playbooks to automatically recognize and remediate
perimeter security issues.

•

Eliminate ‘swivel chair fatigue’ and ‘alert fatigue’ by
automatically correlating and analyzing every tools’
data across the IT infrastructure.

•

Create consolidated visibility and analytics across
the organization.

•

Present analysts with actionable incidents instead
of a torrent of questionable threats.

•

Merge Cyrisma vulnerability and risk records into
Stellar Cyber’s data lake for comprehensive,
infrastructure-wide threat analysis.

•

Turn every analyst into a skilled threat hunter.

Better Detections with Faster Responses
•

Automatically consolidate, normalize, and analyze
data from dozens of discrete security tools.

•

Present an intuitive view of security threats
for immediate action.

•

Leverage machine learning to automatically
recognize and remediate repeated issues.

•

Slash MTTD by 8X and MTTR by 20X.

Stellar Cyber’s Open XDR platform delivers Everything Detection and Response by ingesting data from all tools, automatically
correlating alerts into incidents across the entire attack surface, delivering fewer and higher-ﬁdelity incidents, and responding
to threats automatically through AI and machine learning. Our XDR Kill Chain™, fully compatible with the MITRE ATT&CK
framework, is designed to characterize every aspect of modern attacks while remaining intuitive to understand. This reduces
enterprise risk through early and precise identiﬁcation and remediation of all attack activities while slashing costs, retaining
investments in existing tools and accelerating analyst productivity. Typically, our platform delivers an 8X improvement in MTTD
and a 20X improvement in MTTR.
For more information, visit stellarcyber.ai

CYRISMA was founded in Rochester, NY in 2018 to bring accessibility, affordability, and simplicity back to cyber security.
CYRISMA is a SaaS based ecosystem that provides a single interface to identify sensitive data, vulnerable systems, insecure
configurations, track mitigation progress, and assign accountability. Organizations that utilize this solution see significant
ROI against their resources, time, money and people, while meeting compliance mandates. The company is backed by
StartFast, and other investors.
For more information, visit cyrisma.com

